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The first evidences of a body were the ribs which were found 1' 6" north of the Southern wall (where the door was) and 1' west of the corner. The ribs were united by small fragments of wood and so tough and so soft that it was almost impossible to follow out the implement and remove them without fracture.
The jeweled bowl #193 was found below the mass of bones and about 4" above the base level - the mass of bones ranging from 6' to 1-3'.

The Potsherd #193 was in an upright position and was 6" above the base level.

Bowl #194 was on a level with the bottom of #193.

Bowl #195 was about 6" above the floor level and was in a horizontal position bone down. Rusted on the large flat stone.

The mass of burnt cloth was found in the mouth of the Western door, part of its residue against the South side.

Potsherd #196 was lying on its side and the mouth was just below the large flat stone.
The large flat stone in front of the Western door was 11" below the lintel jolts of the Western door. The dirt below this stone was hard and calcified from being saturated with water.

TheTooth and broken malleus were found 6" from the fragments of jolting worked 6. 11" below the level of the large flat stone.

The Phalange H was found at the same depth as S and almost against S.

The malleus worked I was on the same level as H.
Fan cover #192 was on the same level as the large flat stone.
Fan cover #195 was 6" below the large flat stone.
The red and yellow paint were found a little below the Western door level and were in layer C.
The jet ornamental was on the same level as the Western doorway.
Fan cover #201 was on a level with the large flat stone.
Broken Panel #202 was resting against the west front of the Northern doorway about 6" below the level.
The stone balls #30 24504 were 1' below the level of the Northern Doorway.
Layer A is sand 3" thick.

B = Soil channeled at 5" thick.

C = Sand 1½" thick.

D = Black Soil 1" thick.

E = Sand 3½" thick.

F = Soil which arises below the door level. These measurements were taken about a foot West of the Southern door and 3" North of the S wall. The inflow has been from the East, hence the sand layers increase in thickness as the Eastern foot of the room is nearer.
The back bore and Jelvie's mine intact and were lying N., W. by S. E. The Jelvie being toward the former joint the Jelvie was 6" above the level of the western doorway, and the ventilator was almost on the horizontal plane. Ten ventilators were intact and in position, so were also the powder and true Jelvie boxes, the other mule (3) fell when the mine
Pitcher #205 was resting on its side with it bow a triple hip line than the rest of the bow was on a level with the west end door.

For #206 was resting on its side and on the same level as #205.

Pitcher #207 was lying on its side with its mouth against the Goodtime side of the room it was 1" above level than #206.

For corner #205 was 3" lower than #206.

For corner #209 was 3" under Pitcher #205.

For corner #216 was 4" below #207.
Skeleton #1 was lying on its back the head resting upon the spine. The lower jaw was lying propped against the south wall but the body rested on a north eastly direction from X. From the center beam to the truss was the upper jaw. The highest part of the skull was 4' 6" the balance of the body was three four inches deeper. The lower jaw was two inches below the head and was at right angles to it so the teeth were facing the south.

Jaw 4' 2" was found 3' 6" from
Westinc Wall 6" from S. wall and 4' 8" from ceiling beams. Skull # 2 was 3' 8" from the ceiling beams. It was lying N. E. X. S. W. and rested upon the seat. The lower jaw was about 1" to the east of the head and on the same level. On the left side of the head there were indications of a piece of the mortuary cloth. The body ran toward the N. E. corner.
The bone were scattered about from the corner of wood that had formed into the room or were the case with most of the skeleton — only the vertebrae remained in place.
Shell No. 3 was 3'-10" from the roof, blocking the left side of the receptory. The left joint of the head was lying on its side. Will the tithe toward the south coast just back of and on a level with the tithe. The wood was covered with balsam and all around the head and the head of the was transparent bread. Part of the head was covered with cloth. FC.

The Conveyed Bowl A (Red Ware) was 4' below the ceiling beam. The Bowl B was 4' 5" below the beam. The head of Shell No. 4 was lying with the lower jaw against the Eastern Wall front the Right.
sec. The body was on the ceiling brick was 4' 6" with the head over a piece of galvax.
Pitcher C was 5' below the ceiling beams and was lying on the side. Pitcher D was standing upright and the mouth was 4' 9" from the beams of the ceiling.
R's mode of death, C, was 5' below the ceiling beams and rested against the eastern wall. The head of Sketchon 45 was 4' 3" from the ceiling beams. The body was lying upon the body with the head resting upon on the left side the body was in place and had suffocated very little from
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Bowl G was 4’ 9” from the beam.

Bowl H was tipped up and its
highest joint was also 4' 9" from beam.
Pitcher T was 4' 4" from the ceiling beam. It was lying on its side in a slanting position, the mouth being the highest joint.
Jaw X was lying with the condyle upright from the left condyle to the ceiling beam, 4' 10". The jaw from T was on the same level as the jaw X.
The Pitcher K was lying on its side and was 5' from the ceiling beam. The Bowl L was in an upright position, the distance from the ceiling to the rim being 5' 1".
Pitcher N was in a slanting position.
the mouth being offcenter from this point to the ceiling beams was 4'-1".

Jaw #2 was standing upright, the distance from the ceiling beams to the condyle being 4'.

Jaw #5 was lying in the natural joint and almost rested against the foot in the room; it was 5' from the ceiling beams.

Head #6 rested against the south wall and was lying on its side with the face inclined slightly backward and was the case with most of the skulls. The cervical vertebrae were in place; it was 4'-8" from the upper wall to the ceiling beams.
Bowl N was sitting upright from the rear to the keel line beam to beam was 5'.
Bowl O was in an upright position and from rear to beam was 5' - 2'.
The Pitkin P. was inclined southwest toward the North. The rear was 5' from the edge beam just beyond 28' and acting against it handle was the Pitkin R. resting between P & R.

The red bowl R gently curved the mouth of the Pitkin R. and acted directly on the rear then being no drift between. To the North of the Pitkin R. and acting against it was the Pitkin S. West of the Pitkin P. was the Bowl T.
ed toward the West but the Eastern side was against T. To the North of T and resting upon it in such a way that the south had made it was the bowl U. South of the bowl T and with its mouth against this bowl was the little pitcher V. The bowl Q was in an upright position and was 4' 10" from the ceiling beams. The pitcher R was 4' 11" from the beams and was in an upright position. The pitcher S was upright and was 5' 6" from beams. The bowl T was standing Westward at the highest and they 3' 2" from beams. The bowl U was also standing
Toward the West and was 5' 3" from the ceiling beams.
The small Pitcher X was lying on the side and was 5' 4" from
the ceiling beams.
Pitcher W was resting on the Western
side of the Bowl T and was in a
slanting position the bore toward the
N. West at was 5' 4" from the beam.
The large wooden instrument X
was 4' 1" below the beam.
Bowl X was somewhat slanted toward the
West but was resting on the bottom at
was 5' 3" from the beam -
X was the bowl Y.
The Bowl Z was about half way
north to the S. W. of X and was 5' 4"
from the ceiling beams inside #1, was the bowl #1.
Shell #7 was lying on the fanlight from the fanlight beam. It was on the floor in the S.W. corner, the light was the highest point and from here to the ceiling beam was 4'-7". The lower jaw was not with the cranial.
Shell #8 was resting upon the fanlight and occultar boxes. The upper jaw was toward the S.E. and from the lower joints of the occultar to the ceiling beams was 4'-6". The lower was not with the shell.
The jaw worked = was in an upright position and was 3'-5" below the ceiling beams.
Room 435
N wall 6'-2"
S 7' 8'-6" 5'-7" dept
E 11' 4'-11"
W 11' 7'-2"

R-25
N wall 25'-7"
S 7' 25' depth 14"
E 10'-3"
W 7'-8"
Shell #2 was resting upon it face from the occiput to the ceiling over 4'.

Bowl B1 was in an upright position and was 5'-3" below the ceiling beam.

Jaw #7 was standing upright and was 5' from brain. Conjoined Bowl C1 was in an upright position and was 5'-1" below the ceiling beam.

Frontal P1 was lying on the inside the ball being the highest front from the beam to their joint was 5'.

Shell #10 was lying on the occiput but was all in front of your bone.
Estufas in court
26'-16" E. to west
Depth 10'.

Large Estufa adjacent
NE x SW 26'
EXW 23'-6"

Twelve shelves on the SE side.
Back around room 2. Large
from back to surface 6'.
6 supports for shelf which
reach from the wall to within
3" of the edge of beam from
njoy in beam at 8" 10" inside.
4 1/2' of S end and 4' of north

Estufas.
Room beyond and on a level with first floor room.
N wall 6'-6"
S 6'
E 10'-2'
W 10'-6'
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Room 25
N wall 91'-3"
S 14'-4" doors in
E 17'
W wall
W 16'-3"

Depth 11'

Ceiling R. 22. Work R. 1066. 10.11.21
R. 29(?) west to 25 10 deep
N wall 3' 5"  E wall 17'-2"
S 6'-2"
there were relations to reach other and the upper gus was the highest joint from here to the ceiling beam was 4'-11" - the manufacured foot and the lip corner with the cloth about them were dying along the wall just north of the desk and on the same level.

Shell #1 was lying on the occipital and jacental bones with the teeth of the boy's the highest joint from the joint to the ceiling beam wore 3'-11".

Shell #12 was almost in an upright position but reclined slightly from the occipital from the joint to the ceiling beam wore
Paint Room
N wall 6'-10"
S 11  6'-8"
E  11'-10' 4' above floor
W  11'-8"

FIRE PLACE ROOM  R-34
N wall 6'-9"  Trimline 5'
S  6'-6" from S wall
E  12'-2"  F. Plane N & S 2'-3"
W  18"  E & W 3'-1"
6" dug in 6" more  6" deep
canal 8" plane 10" in drain cut
side min. drain 8" 3" from
floor. Trim Line for
North wall 8'.
4'-10" the body extended westward and most of it was in place. The lower journal was not in the enclosure.

Jan 5/1 was in a standing position but almost upright. The dock was toward the east from the rear to the ceiling beam was 4'-3".

Jan covered Ft. & Gi were about 5'-3" below the ceiling beam and were near the shell and two pieces that were around the front.

The wall all the skeleton and the general debris had been removed from the inner of the building by the operator. It was muck of bricks that opened about a foot in
Doorway in W 15' wide, 3' deep.

Scaled doorway in N & S walls.

R 24
N wall 16' 6
S 12'
E 12' 6
W 12' 2

Depth to floor 6' below floor on west end, now two square rooms. Wall 1' 6" between them. Bottom of southern room white at the bottom and completed.
Doorway in W - 2'-3" wide 3'-6" high;

Scaled doorway in N, S walls.

R - 24

N wall 16'-6"
S 12'
E 12'-6"
W 12'-3"

Depth to floor 6' below floor at

two story

6'-6" between

R-24 + R in Court

Paint Room - Fireplace Room '34
width and four times greater
than one mile in thickness. The
bottom was laid well to side
and had no doubt formed
a plane surface where the
floor was now, but when from
the boards had warped and
swung out of shape. The swing
distance from the center to the
boards at the center of
the room and midway North
was 3' 8". The boards all start
forward from the middle then
by using both ends depths
than the center. The boards
were in a very good order
and had no doubt been well
Room 421
N wall 10' 3"
S 10'
E 10'
W 11'
Arched out and concreted

Room 422
N wall 10'
S
E 10' Dry to about 12'
W and then abandoned
Self back 9' on E + W

Room just beyond leads in
East and Sloping in SW corner
N Wall 16' = E Wall 16' 2".
S 19' 10" W 16' 2".
especially for the room was by
were about the middle of the
room or at least had been
when new.

Shull 413 was 5'-5" below the
ceiling beam - it was under
the floor beam and rested
upon the right side the body
extended toward the South Wall
and was in fairly good stop
the beam being almost in the
jet relation to each other.

Bowl H1 was 5'-10" below the crib
up beam - H1 was about 1/5 of
South Wall of H1 and
was 6'-5" from the cribbing beam.
Room #13
extension wall
N wall 8' 6" fallen from
W 8' 4"

Room #14
Burned incomplete

Room #25
N wall 12' 6"
S 11' 12' 3"
E 10'
W 10' 7"

drift 11' - doors underway of each wall N, S, W, door to
E door was sealed first
Both bowls were tilted up on their sides and planted toward the North. Bowl 141 was against the North wall.

Skelton - 14 - 4" from the right leg at the base and to the left. Of it was a large white shell. This shell was 3" - 4" from the ceiling because this shell rested in a holistic shell and this one rested within another of the same kind, to the North and resting against these shells on a bundle of shell bunches which rested in another shell.

Stuart
Room #10 N wall 13' 3"
S 6' 12'-6"
E 4' 7'-2"
W 8'-4"1
Depth 7" wall ft 9' 10.1' wall
Room #11 N wall 13' 3"
S 6' 15'-8"
E 4' 9"
W 6'-5"
Depth 6"
Room #12
N wall 12'-6"
S 6' 12'-6"
E 9"
W 8'-5"
Depth 14"
Room 4: N. wall 14'-9".
" S " 12'-7"
" E " 5'-6"
W " 3'-4"
Depth 3'-18"
Room 5: N. wall 13'-2"
" S " 14'-5"
" E " 8"
W " 7"
Depth 6"
taller and near flesh in
the front ice beam. The skele-
ton was intact and the
body was lying about 200 ft
and 800 ft. The crew ran
down along the sides and
around each mast over
a mor of tundra in lead
the dogs were spread apart
and lashed upright the foot
being close together and
rushing against the South
wall. The Halibut still
rushed and was unmane from
above the mass of hills
at the right (West) side of
the Anvilton. Under the
The four covers 315-16-17+18 were 1'-6" from the North wall & 7'-8" from the West wall on the level of the North doorway.

Poured 4/19 was 1'-6" from NW wall and 8' from West wall. It was about 4" above the level of the Northern doorway.

Bamboo stone #126 was found about three feet below the level of North doorway in the center of the room. It had probably been pushed down. No notches or nothing else were near it.
Haliotis shells that con-
toured the large white alab-
sona warm of turquoise-
and white diamonds and away
from the shell of
Bird R. First above these
beads and to the end of
them was a cylinder of
what seemed to be barbot
made—it was my feminine
long and then another with
diameter over the middle
of form—and now there was
a regular mosaic pattern
wire small glasses of the
form—no close view they
Room #32 - Bowl #511 was 1'-1" from N wall and 4'-10" from the Western wall. It was on the level of the Northern doorway. Upright Bowl #212 against North wall 5'-8" from the West wall and on a level with the Northern doorway. Upright Pitcher #213 was south of Bowl #212 and touching it. It was 9" from the North wall and 6'-1" from the West wall. It was a little lower than #511. On its side, off #214, was 4", from the North wall. It lay diagonally NE by S W, and 6'-3" from the West wall. On level of North doorway.
said that there was hardly an opening throughout surface - it fell right when uncovered and only in small portion was sound. The skeleton rested upon a bed of fine sand and the bones were in a very good condition around the scapulae were masses of bones also covering the pelvis and breast.